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DEEP DARK
Poems by Nick Weaver

Howl For Me
(Canaanites)

I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by
news feeds, direct messages and status updates,
hysterically dragging themselves through the cyber streets at dawn,
begging for a retweet, we scream staccato keystrokes like Facebook junkies.
Us Instagram hipsters are hashtag angry and hashtag hungry.
Us gamers go wild for shots of Mountain Dew code red,
the bacchanalian love found during a Warcraft raid,
hypnotized by our avatars, our keyboards are STD free
but our porn-soaked minds define scenes
our parents didn’t want to.
Because we are lonely for someone to check our check-ins,
be the 2nd 3rd and 4th parties in our Foursquares.
because we want you to like us,
and we want you to like us for liking you back,
and we want you to notice when we’re not at home.

I saw the eyes of my peers grow dark, dimmed from an app store glow,
they draw something until they exhaust the ink supplies in their fingertips
and they play words with friends until they have neither.
We stopped sacrificing to Moloch
after children became the Canaanites,
the fire gods lacing themselves between the tiny notches in our spines.
We build funeral pyres for reality TV,
and we bleed for Greenwood when we write our blog posts,
but we can’t call that blood our own.
Because on every street in every suburb you will find us among the front lawns,
watching the stars, searching for something red in the sky
because it’s been so long since we’ve seen something truly red,
it’s been so long since something red has belonged to us and not the neighborhood,
that we can’t even lay claim to the history in our veins anymore.
Because I wonder where the rebels have gone.
Because I wonder where the stories have gone,
and the Canaanite memories,
and the Byzantine laughs,
and the breakfasts you didn’t feel the need to document.
Really we don’t want you to listen to our quotes,
or our reviews,
we want you to listen to our howls.
We want you to scroll down to the comments section of our youth,
and reply to all the questions left unanswered,

and open up, “an epilogue of our lives dot tumblr dot com,”
and it will be free for anyone to follow,
and one day in the future,
it won’t be full of all the words we never said
but the explosive TNT
of a million voices you’ve never heard before.
I wanna detonate my online presence
and leave the trench that I dug in my browser behind,
I wanna join my generation in deleting our eHarmony profiles,
and find love with someone that I can be a monster with.
Because I want to be a werewolf,
a pack animal
I want to join my brothers’ DNA,
cursing and foaming at the mouth,
we will tear into the chests
and rip open the hearts of anyone who will bare them to us,
and we’ll find passion and compassion,
we’ll find the battlefield and the beachhead,
we will find the stories again,
and we will lift them up to the cosmos,
dripping and wet, clenched between our jaws,
we will show our pain to the world
and we will show the world they still have heroes.
Because there’s a full moon coming,
and it’s gonna be blood red.
So howl for me.

advice to girls from the beasts that love them
say the phrase
“i love you”
like you’re announcing a prize winner,
and don’t get mad when he says it like
it tastes funny on his tongue.
understand that when
he goes at his own past with claws,
he’s only trying to make something new
for you from the shreds.
know that the flavor of
what he hunts at night
is nothing compared to the
flesh of you
he holds in his mouth.
feed him your ex-boyfriend,
that day on the football field,
the way he chewed tobacco.
let your beast cough up those parts
the way an owl does bones.
he’ll leave you gifts of blood and meat
but that just means he cares.
find the violence in him
and let it suckle on your finger.
he hurts,
and he hurts,
and he feels the wounds where they tore out his wings
and he’ll hurt you without knowing why.
somewhere there’s a closet door he’s begging you to open.

missing person
i’m using chalk to draw an outline on the bed,
i just don’t know whether it’s where you once were
or where i want you to be again.
i’m sectioning off the house in crime scene tape,
and years from now neighborhood children will find
tatters of it in the streets,
and fashion mock sashes from the plastic
like “whose did this used to be?”
i’m scanning the area with UV lighting
and finding the spills and splatters you left behind,
wishing you had left a lot more.
i’m issuing an amber alert the exact color of your eyes.
you lost, tarnished, remarkable being,
listen:
your place in the dark is still here beside me,
and it’s waiting for you to come home.

learning shapes
i knew i was gay the first time i googled
“naked people”
and felt more drawn toward the male shapes,
even though i didn’t know what all of it was.
but i knew i was different even before that,
maybe specifically that time in the first grade
when everyone was getting girlfriends,
so i used a little mermaid valentine to rope
some poor girl into being mine.
shea if you’re reading this
i apologize for making you my beard
at the age of six.
or that other time in the third grade
when i got this pet hamster,
and named it after a boy in my class.
so i could watch over it.
and make it depend on me.
you know, to live.

and i get if hearing about all this makes you uncomfortable.
(it was pretty uncomfortable living it.)
but i’m not gonna apologize for finding male shapes sexy.
the way a nude armpit curves up to join the shoulder.
jawbones that could carve up diamonds.
the back of his legs when he plays soccer.
you can show me all your sterile sexless
gay couples on tv,
who hug on the valentine’s day episode,
while all the straight couples swap spit.
that’s not gonna change what i am.
i am in love with the penis.
penises are great.
it is my goal to one day marry a penis.
and whoever comes attached to it.

a few of my favorite things with teeth
sharks.
wolves.
dinosaurs.
anglerfish.
vampires.
that snarl in your face,
the way your lips curl over
that chip in your incisor
i’d clumsily felt up with my tongue
when i was still bad at making out.
how cool is it that
whenever whatever made you
made you,
they were like,
“let’s have tiny pieces of his skeleton
prick up through his gum lining
in sharp little patterns,
so he can tear shit up with ‘em.”
fuck the way you tear shit up.
fuck your stupid idea of love.
just look what you and your teeth have done to me and mine.

Brink

I wish I could dance.
I wish I could be sexy.
I wish I could gyrate my hips in time with the orchestral remix of a new generation.
But, it is not that time yet but this time.
A moment when we exist on the brink,
the border between the gloss and the glam of tomorrow,
the edge of a field of beating hearts that pump blood in time with the words
“Big boy, you are beautiful.”
I wish the people I love, loved me back.
I wish obesity wasn’t an epidemic I had to contribute a single digit to.
I wish my hormones didn’t need to be censored by the FCC.
These thick chemicals that flow like paint in my body cannot be pinched out
like pus from a pore,
oily skin in need of a tanning rack,
I ask my connect-the-dots face,
what kind of canvas have I been given?
Because it is simply not enough to be handed some clay,
and be told to carve away all the parts that aren’t you,
sculpt a Greek nude of the “you” you wanna be.
All of me is me, my DNA is my dog tag.

I wish Playgirl had a spot on their alabaster walls for my magazine cover,
and that milkshakes really would bring boys to my yard,
you would not be lying when you expressed your love of big butts,
fat-bottomed girls would make the rockin’ world go round,
and Beyonce sang hymns about the single ladies who have been single for far too
long.
We don’t live in that world.
But I do think we’re on the threshold,
wound tight like piano wire our tolerance for society is soon to snap.
The society that says,
use bulimia to purge yourself of self-doubt,
the things penned about you in bathroom stalls are gospel,
and the paper-thin dolls that propel themselves down luminescent runways
are more fabulous and powerful than you could ever hope to be.
No.
Maybe, I’m sexier than I think. Maybe you’re sexier than you know.
Maybe we’re all sexier than we want to believe.
Maybe rollerblading down the hot city pavement with a mango smoothie in hand
is sexier than any car money could buy.
Maybe singing TV theme songs in the Classic Rock section of Best Buy
is sexier than tall dark and handsome.
Maybe trying to make grilled cheese by turning your toaster on its side
is sexier than a sushi dinner.
Maybe getting your hands dirty is sexier than a $4000 suit.
Maybe anything is sexier than photo-shopped women, legs spread wide on highway
billboards,
Maybe scars are sexy, having flaws is sexy.

Maybe meeting someone who agrees with you on an incredibly obscure pet issue
is sexier than any porn.
Maybe a body covered in tattoos is sexier than a body starved for art.
Maybe a humble attitude is sexier than superior taste.
Maybe respect is sexy.
Maybe saying “no” is sexy.
Maybe accepting the word “no” is sexy.
And maybe what you already have is sexier than what you’re told you’re supposed to
want.
I think more people would be unafraid to call themselves beautiful,
to call themselves beautiful and exquisite and lovely and sexy,
if we just stopped trying to straight jacket the word into a definition.
So the next time you’re crawling on the dank cave floor of your mind,
studying tar drawings of the soul power you don’t have,
remember one day we will dance.
We’ll stop being close-minded and closing ourselves off to love,
and we’ll see the stars behind our eyes,
and the thunder in our voices,
and rekindle the fire in our hearts,
but the only way that will happen is if people like us,
the undesirables, the unwanted, the uglies, dance together.
I wish it could happen now.
I wish we didn’t have to wait for a revolution while we crawl on this cusp.
I wish we could dance together.

the shower

mom’s naked body in the hateful steam,
acid eyelash soaked in perspiration.
neck bleeding,
like a 10% decapitation
from where she fell on the metal strip
between carpet and tile.
i drag her out of the shower
and into her fluffy white robe.
my arms are lime buildup
and calcium deposits.
i am something made of chemical runoff.
Skyy blue eyes.
Svedka angel.
i know she has bottles we have no idea about.
when my aunt takes her to the hospital,
she won’t look at me.
just clings to my sister,
water stains dampening a wine-red Rorschach on her little pink blouse.

i needed a perfect storm and baby,
you’re a cataclysm

i want someone who can deal with accidents.
i want someone who can appreciate the beauty of plane crashes.
someone who gets the poetry of critical failure
within a system of infinite safety nets.
air traffic control towers jutting upwards from the soil
like giant arms to clench and grasp and hold.
mechanical fail safes,
bodies built to withstand structural collapse,
pilots, radars, warning lights like red shadows
suspended over dust
conspiring together to bring something down.
these engines of disaster are like nothing else in the modern world.
fate does a lot of work to make what happens happen,
and that’s pretty fucking awesome.
i want to press my hands soft against the chest
of someone who thinks statistical improbability is sexy talk.
i want neon colored chemtrails.
i want dirty words coming out the black box.
then one day all our planes will sink down
earth bound,
and it’ll just be their eyes
and whatever parts of me they recover in cargo.

Deep Dark
Here is a space that feels exactly what you feel.
Here is a moon landing.
Here is a wrecking ball for your boundaries.
Here is a cup of chai.
Here are one thousand selfies with no likes.
Here is the perfect osmosis between you and a stranger.
Scientists predict that,
even now,
in the deep dark house you call home,
somewhere there are places that still have light.
And it’s okay that you feel bad, let’s just feel bad together.

The Merits of

Birdwatching

In 1981
a woman named Phoebe Snetsinger was diagnosed with terminal melanoma.
The doctors said that her organs
couldn’t begin to support all the life
she had planned to start living.
Her body a nest egg fallen from on high, treetops under god,
cells bursting up like acrid water balloons.
She was caught between her want for more
and her body chemistry’s natural urge to decompose.
Second law of thermodynamics,
“entropy never decreases.”
So she picked up the strings of her time
like a game of cat’s cradle,
puzzled over what she did best with it,
what games she had left to play after 50 years.
Slowly, strands taking shape over twisted fingers
like instant replay play-by-plays of a heart,
she discovered new shadows,
visions of twigs and claws and wings,
and Phoebe Snetsinger did what she wanted, she became a birdwatcher,
and over the next 18 years her love took the shape of an aviary,

1942, turtledoves, met her future husband at a 4-H club,
1949, barn owl, Swarthmore college,
1965, Blackburnian warbler, first find as an orthinologist,
1981, vulture, cancer diagnosis,
1982, Arctic tern, vacation to Alaska,
and then 1999, Red-shouldered Vanga, killed in a car accident in Madagascar,
by then she had seen over 8,398 species, more than anyone else on the planet,
all with feathers, all hollowed bony and light,
if you took all the positions of her body on a timeline overlap
the years would build up
and her limbs would seem a nest moments before its drop.
And what’s a nest but a house made of shit nobody else wanted?
Just potential timelines, branching paths,
feathered over a skeleton like highway maps
pointing you to the shiny places, spaces, bits of tinsel and twine
that were once someone’s something but will be your everything,
so much of your happiness is made of the stuff just waiting to happen.
It doesn’t have to be as existential as all that.
Sometimes it’s as simple as accepting the fact
that you’re lucky enough to live in a world where
at any given moment
you have the tools at your disposal to acquire cheesecake.

And you get to eat that cheesecake,
and macaroni and cheese,
and you get to wear socks,
and drink fruit punch, and yawn, and sing,
and everything that Phoebe Snetsinger doesn’t get to anymore
because the carbon gods called her back home.
Phoebe and the birds she watched were made of the same particles.
Structures arranged, rearranged.
Pockets of matter set adrift in an ocean.
Endless forms most beautiful.
Hyper-taught molecular figures that,
over time, learned to think,
and learned about carbon,
and learned to stop thinking of themselves as just physics.
People, our parts got smarter
but the matter of our matter is it want what it wants,
hidden pieces locked in boxes stretching to scream,
who are we to not set those things free?
Somewhere in you those particles still exist,
in a place with a balcony and a woman,
and you’ll read books next to the things she plants in jelly jars,
and she’ll birdwatch by the flowerbeds.
And everything will be beautiful there.

Phantasmagoria
He wore braces until he was 17
and he still misses the taste of
the glue on his teeth.
When they put the IV in his wrist
he never takes his eyes off the needle.
In the evenings he eats oatmeal by the window
and watches the funny little covered wagons
crash into the ravine behind the hospital.
At night he dreams of phantoms,
but when he wakes up
all he can remember is the smell of copper
and burnt licorice.
He likes polished metal, novocaine,
and feeling the spots on his head
where the hair has stopped growing in.
And when the anesthetic kicks in,
he likes counting back from 10,
because he imagines it’s exactly
how rocket ships feel.

queer as folk
& then gay marriage was legal in Oklahoma
& it was renamed “Oklahomo”
& cowboys went broke back
& farm girl lay with farm girl
& all the cows turned gay too so they weren’t feeling left out
& their milk was sugary post-Fruity Pebbles breakfast flavored
& wheat fields bloomed with glitter
& oil drills yielded expensive and internationally prized body creams
& pride parades gypsy caravan’d across the prairies
& pies were made with the finest organic apples found at that great farmer’s
market last Sunday
& sassy hairdressers used gels and scissors as weapons of rebellion
& McMansion homes were interior designed to the brink of death
& the American flag turned painted shades of vermillion, eggshell and cerulean
& this condomed country shed its rubbery hate
& the world became faggy
& men in Africa were no longer afraid to love
& their bodies ran hot
& hands sheathed other hands in the streets
& the Nile flowed pink with froth
& straight nightclubs power-blasted songs by Erasure

& Donna Summers
& Freddie Mercury
& rich suburban housewives eloped with their Latina housekeepers
& the husbands got with the Brazilian pool boys
& wrestlers wore lipstick to accentuate their rock hard glistening pecs
& fat plumbers covered their cracks with exquisite Balenciaga gowns
& soldiers deeply frenched across battle lines
& dictators ended wars with tongues shoved down each other’s throats
& we tiptoed through the tulips, singing our gay little songs
& Earth felt awe with rainbows again
& we all skipped like fairies, dancing prancing away from yesterday
& into the great wide arms of the fabulous drag queen we call tomorrow.
& not a single person would ever go back.

Billy Mays sells you the concept of love
HEY THERE SAD SACK,
ARE YOU TIRED OF THIS HAPPENING TO YOU?
“I’m full of existential ennui and I eat too much popcorn chicken
and I can’t stop absentmindedly groping myself while watching reruns of
Cheers!”
THINK THERE’S NO ANSWER?
DON’T BE SO STUPID YOU GODAWFUL STUPID IDIOT.
BECAUSE NOW THERE IS!
HERE COMES “LOVE,” FROM THE MAKERS OF OXYCLEAN.
CRAFTED FROM NATURAL ELEMENTS HARVESTED NATURALLY
IN A PLACE THAT IS NOT THE ENDANGERED RAINFOREST
BUT IS VERY MUCH LIKE IT.
GOT BANGS AND DENTS ON YOUR BODY?
LET LOVE EPOXY YOU LIKE SOME TOXIC-ASS STICKY PUTTY PRODUCT.
LET LOVE CURVE IT’S WAY AROUND YOUR WOUNDS
AND FIX YOU IN SUCH A WAY ALL YOUR FRIENDS SAY:
“If you’re not expressly looking for the damage you can barely tell anything
ever happened here.”
HAS DEPRESSION LEFT YOU WITH UNSIGHTLY SPILLS
IN THE FOUR CHAMBERS OF YOUR HEART?
LET LOVE SHOVE ITS WAY DOWN YOUR NUBILE THROAT
AND SOAK UP ALL THE BAD OOZE CAKING INSIDE YOUR VEINS,
IN A WAY SIMILAR TO YET LEGALLY DISTINCT
FROM THE SHAMWOW.
SCARED OF COMMITMENT? WHO ISN’T.
USE LOVE LIKE YOU WOULD ANY OTHER AS SEEN ON TV PRODUCT.
BUY IT AND ENJOY IT IMMENSELY FOR 3 MONTHS
THEN FORGET ABOUT IT IN YOUR GARAGE.

BUT WAIT THERE’S MORE!
LOVE WILL NEVER LIE TO YOU.
OUR LOVE IS NOT MADE WITH THE ABILITY TO LIE.
OUR LOVE IS MADE IN A SWEATSHOP IN GUAM.
OUR LOVE IS STITCHED TOGETHER BY THE HANDS OF THE DESPERATE.
AND NOW OUR LOVE CAN BE YOURS FOR SEVEN EASY PAYMENTS OF $49.95.
LOVE DOESN’T WANT ANYTHING ELSE BUT YOU.
LOVE WILL BRING YOU CREAMS AND SOLVENTS AND CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS,
AND LOVE IS REAL.
LOVE IS SO VERY VERY REAL.

kendall
grandma’s got a neighbor boy called kendall.
he’s full choctaw,
has an uncle living on a reservation,
but i’m one-sixteenth cherokee indian,
and in that half-formed childish kinda way
this makes us equals.
kendall’s got a bunch of tonka trucks,
and i’m just used to easy bakes,
so we play city on his driveway
and lose little plastic people in the overgrown grass.
i accidentally roll his fire engine
into the open maw of a storm drain.
something inside of me gushes,
and i punch him on the shoulder,
maybe because i hate myself for losing it
or maybe hating him for letting me.

he shoves me, i shove him,
and our blood is a tribal war painting
stretched taut in animal skins over the curbside.
if you squint you can make out the
eyes of his ancestors
etched out in cement beside his house number.
and grandma salves my wound with neosporin from the cabinet,
she’s got medicine for days in there.
i didn’t see much of kendall after that,
but weeks later i would watch people
swerve to avoid that spot on the pavement.
they couldn’t have known that’s where it happened.
but some part of them must have.
otherwise why walk around it?

feral
when you’re little
you learn to copy what the adults do.
this is survival.
you mimic how they eat.
you mimic how they wash your hair.
you mimic, but you don’t understand,
the way a feral child does
once out of the woods.
in kindergarten,
4 days before your unfortunate September birthday,
you’ll try to mimic their facial expressions,
the terrified body language,
the catalogued bomb memories
of the daycare over the blast zone.
you’ll watch the teachers push
the little tv cart down the hall
and into the lounge.
you’ll go home early
and instinctively know not to be happy about it.
how do you mimic a look in your parent’s eyes
that you’ve never even seen before?

lonely hearts on replay
when it is late at night
i will listen to songs on youtube
by looping the video
on a tab in the background.
because there are some songs
i like enough to listen to
but not enough to justify
paying a dollar ninety nine for.
my itunes giftcards are precious
and you cannot look at them.
i want to sit with you
on a couch in our underwear
laptops heating our legs,
while you think about the dark,
while you think about how you hate the world,
and i replay the theme song to power rangers ninja storm
for the third time in a row.
we’re a couple based on thirty-second previews.
i want to be a thing you’d waste a giftcard on,
that silvery powder shit jammed under your fingernails
because you didn’t have a coin to scratch it off with.
every repetition pushing our hands closer
and closer.
maybe you could sort of gently
pull me apart with the lines in your palms.
the storm is growing
the storm is growing
power rangers go
ninja storm, let’s go.

chaser
tonight i’ve got a bottle of sour apple vodka
and a handful of reasons to talk to you.
your grasp is a fugitive on my shoulder,
tunneling under barbed-wire teen boundaries
and suicide bombing the border patrol
with a backpack of satchel charges.
i could shotglass circle the rim of your eyes
with a salt and sugar mix darling, so sparkly,
as we ping pong chaser duty back and forth.
flushed lips slurring round a string of broken words
and barely shaved cheeks reflecting green in a 2 liter Sprite container
glowing glassy in the back patio halogen.
i have a big secret hidden in me
and a megaphone to preach it.
i have a bundle of nerves and liner notes
to the state of heartache national anthem.
i am sterilized flesh in your throat.
i am your soft palate ignited.
i will be volatile and clear.

The Morning Routine
She could be any girl at 13,
tiny compact perched on plucked cuticle and painted nail.
She is everything you’d want her to be,
except her lipstick runs black like the Styx,
her eye-shadow a chemical green,
her makeup bag a witches brew of rouges, balms, and voodoo magic.
Pupils a galvanized steel in the mirror,
hair shorn pixie short. Head framed
by all the usual suspects of her inadequacy.
She paints a mask in foundation,
dizzy on the fumes of her face,
unoriginal, unkind, unpretty,
she thinks to herself, laboring the brush strokes.
She wants to be beautiful,
but she doesn’t think she’s there yet.

a haiku for my ex

i think your truck is
kinda cool. it’s too bad that
you’re not under it.

Brothers

Sensei tells us to focus on the things we love.
We love ninjutsu. We love soda. We love crime fighting.
We love fast cars
and redheaded television reporters.
We love the upthere,
we love the way skyscrapers make us feel normal.
When we fight together through subways, causeways
alleys, bus stops,
sometimes it feels like we’d sink into these city streets
if we weren’t already holding each other here in our arms.
And they gave us the names of the great artists,
we share a blood lineage of history paved over by the Renaissance,
those names flow through us like rust water in sewer pipes,
Leonardo sparks synapses in our brains,
Michelangelo runs the pump station in our chests,
Donatello gums up the tiny gaps between our bones,
and Raphael stitches our skins together with cable wire and builds us
like gods.
We are the polymaths, poets,
sculptors, painters, inventors,
we are a family of underground artists.
A rat found us and taught us to be rats,
in how we scavenge through the garbage in our heads,
and let the rotten parts fall up a sewage drain.

And then we climbed up through the grates
under lampposts in urban ground,
and us heroes went topside.
What is Superman, what is the Hulk, what is The Flash,
compared to the pure unbridled rage of hormonal teenage turtles?
Dude we will fight you, dude beat you, pick you up and destroy you again,
we are bulldozers and wrecking balls,
we tackle evil like it’s a building blueprint.
Cowabunga.
And Sensei tells us to be spiritual.
Dude.
Believe in what you believe as long as you believe in something.
And we believe in truth, justice,
and that no situation, however dark,
cannot be made better by pizza.
We believe in saving the girl,
even though we only have one girl, and she’s pretty,
but let’s be honest here,
interspecies relationships never really work out.
We believe in the gospel of the battle,
the ministry of kung fu and the choir of broken bones,
every fight is a prayer built
on a lifetime of training,
and a lifetime of blood.
Rest assured, one fight may take 5 minutes to finish,
but no fight only took 5 minutes to be won.

We believe in ourselves as the four horsemen,
we are not conquest, war, famine, death,
but liberation, adoration, congregation, rebellion.
We were born into this splintered city,
reassembled the fragments, sealed them under our shells,
beneath the runoff ditches and train tracks,
beneath these colored masks we wear,
our eyes light up for the broken stars in the world above.
We might always be beneath you,
but nothing is beneath us.
Society may call us comic book circus freaks,
but our mutant blood runs thicker than any bond you have.
We are unbreakable, conquerors,
conspirators against normal,
we are reptilians that run hot,
the less you see us the better we see you,
because we’re goddamn ninja turtles
and nothing will hold us down.
Sensei tells us to focus on the things we love.
We love ninjutsu, we love soda, we love crime fighting.
But most of all we love our brothers.

ouroboros
the most extraordinary thing about you
is how you tessellate into my doorway.
parts of you arrive sooner than others
and the rest all at once.
you are bloodfoam in the bed.
you are strawberry scented bathwater.
you are milky espresso taste.
see i’ve got a hungry snake for a stomach
and irises with fangs.
let me unhook the jawbone my eyelids make
and swallow you whole.
run through me raw and oily.
ride my involuntary esophageal spasms like a lazy river.
carousel down my jumpy muscles.
i will carry you,
seed-like,
away from your garden and through the fence slats to mine.
don’t you want me?
don’t you want me by now?

dark gauze, heavy clay
the problem with older guys is that
he’ll take you to the egyptology exhibit,
and you’ll explain canopic jars and he’ll look at you like
“you’re younger than me and know things i don’t and that scares me.”
the problem with older guys is that
he’ll ask you if the mummified corpse could ever have predicted
he would one day be on display,
and you’ll look at him like
“you’ll be that corpse before i’m that corpse and that scares me.”
the problem with older guys is that
he’ll buy you something from the gift shop
you didn’t know you wanted until he did,
and you’ll look at each other like
“i want you and i’m afraid what that means.”
see the problem with older guys is that
you used to have lunches,
and watch him smoke.
but now his cologne reminds you of dead things,
and the faint traces of the chemicals on his skin
fighting to be alive again.

good monsters
when my mom tucks me in
i ask her what she would do
if monsters tried to come into our house.
this is our routine.
so she tells me that she would spray them
with pickle brine,
but if they were good monsters like
Elmo, Grover and Cookie Monster
then they got to come in,
but if they turned mean they’d have to leave.
and now i am 5 years old
and i am pretending to be asleep
and she is checking on me from the door
and i am pretending not to notice
and this is our routine.
and through birthdays,
holidays,
spaghetti dinners,
new gamecubes,
teenage fumblings,
college admission letters,
monsters bred in the corners of our eyes.
in the back of our throats,
in the DVD tray,
inside my sister’s music box,
in dad’s hands,
our house became a bestiary.
we invited them to our dinner parties
and found spaces for them in the corners.
and now when i come home on the weekends
i find broken teeth in the chair cushions.
their claw marks haunt our wallpaper.
and i wonder if our problem wasn’t
monsters getting out.

Centralia
(Our Girls)

This one is for the girls who walk down paths,
for the Dorothy’s who follow brick to emerald and jade,
the girls who put their hopes in hot air balloons,
melt witches and wear rubies like protective charms.
This is for the Reds who tread old dirt to Grandma’s,
who never stray from the road and never go in the woods,
they hide their curves like goodies in scarlet hoods
that keep out the sun so brightly, tightly,
their dark attracts the wolves in the ironwork.
This is for the queens
and the confused little boys who grew up wanting to be them,
hormones just starting to kick in, hair grown long,
these boys drag their IV’s down brick roads, spinning wheels,
dripping blood on the road to reassignment,
in their cities no one is taunted and everyone is exactly who they want to be.
This is for the toxic princesses, for the unroyal daughters,
for the Dianas who die in oceans of oil,
after Sunday art-house cinema car crashes.
Photographers swarming like bees,
honey addicts, hive-minded.
The tabloids circle like vultures,
waiting for them to drop a husband, drop a kid, or drop dead.

Our girls win beauty pageants and massacre each other with equal flair
all to be the first one on that fairytale path.
Even when they don’t know where they’re being led.
The road out of Munchkinland spirals in yellow brick and red brick,
and this one is for the women who had to make that choice.
Our girls won’t stay in the car,
and they won’t wait around for you to come home.
They don’t leave the concert
when it’s time to leave the concert,
because they want the music to go forever.
Our girls play with matches
when they know matches need to be played with,
our girls split heads like they split hairs.
They straight-iron shower wet bedhead
until the fiber cores snap and crack,
they find places where the fire’s unbearable
and stay there as long as they have to;
our girls superheat their feet in embers,
and scorch the path when they walk home.
Our girls don’t wear diamonds rings
but rubber bands on their wrists,
the loops hug their arteries and veins like trauma-forged friends,
and they haven’t snapped yet.
Their rage burns like a mineshaft trash fire,
vents smoldering, tunnels whispering like secrets,
sinkholes opening before the citizens could be evac’d from over them,
our girls feel like Pennsylvania canaries trapped in cages,
we stitch electrical wiring through their hollow bones and plug them into outlets,
we trade beautiful birdsong for beautiful nightlight

but you can’t illuminate what’s already engulfed in flames.
Because grandma’s house burnt down years ago,
and all that’s left is a rebel, a cause, and a ghost town.
Because when our girls reached the Emerald City,
they saw it was called “Centralia,” and it was a city of ash.
Centralia, whose population dwindled like tinder,
our girls saw their towers tumble over fire-crews, and walked the other way,
they left their dreams to be reclaimed by nature.
And if you look on a map, no roads lead to Centralia anymore.
So this one is for the girls who came to realize
that the path you’re told to walk down
doesn’t always lead to the place you need to go.
And this one is for the girls who looked up at where the forest met sky,
and discovered the paths you’re presented with aren’t the only paths there are.
Because our girls know,
from heat comes soot,
and from soot comes brick,
and from brick comes road.
And our girls are learning to build.

potential banksy ideas
the founding fathers
signing the declaration of independence
with a #YOLO.
their feather quills are replaced with blunts
and all of the blunts are weed blunts.
a newborn baby
sitting in front of a tv
with bart simpson on it saying
“wake up sheeple”
and the mom and dad are both sheep
and the kid was just starting to grow wool
but now he won’t.
a beautiful park landscape in spring
with a periscope emerging from the ground,
and in a secret cave beneath it
shady NSA operatives scribble furiously
and go “this will be perfect for our ADVERTISEMENTS.”
a spraypainted overpass reading
“i love bombs.”
spongebob squarepants
is incorporated in some way.
i think anyone can be a revolutionary, really.

Specter

So it’s 10 PM
and Ghosthunters is on TV.
And I start thinking about how for ghost hunters,
these guys sure are pretty scared of ghosts.
And how if there was a show called “Bearhunters”
it probably wouldn’t last for 8 seasons if they never found any bears?
Or concrete bear evidence thereof?
But who am I to judge a grisly fascination,
when I was a kid my favorite movie was Saw II,
maybe because I watched people cut off parts of themselves to survive,
then looked down at my thighs,
belly, and budding manboobs,
and I was like, “not exactly the WORST idea.”
And I loved Final Destination
where apparently death is a Rube Goldberg fan,
or at least hates teenagers as much as adults do.
At 10 years old, yeah, there was nothing I hadn’t seen,
no grim or gory that could put me off my breakfast cereal,

until I heard the banshee shriek of my mother on the phone,
found her crouched animal-prone by her makeup counter
clawing primal patterns in the bathmat with her French tips.
My cousin, dead at 15,
body impacted by a flipped four-wheeler,
a boy bleeding among the sand dunes,
this boy who taught me to play Magic: The Gathering,
this boy who introduced me to Weird Al Yankovic,
now an autopsied diamond on some unholy white coroner slab
as my mother cried her contacts out.
We became a family haunted by remnants,
longing for catharsis or bloody carnage.
I am the genetic heir to a cavalcade of specters.
I’ve seen horrors Kurosawa can only dream of.
His cobalt blue truck,
prepared for a birthday that wouldn’t be coming,
undead and rusting in the driveway.
His mother, high-heel stumbling across zamboni’d glass,
with face vampire dry
as they memorialized his hockey jersey above the ice rink.
The alien feel of Christmas after Christmas,
aching for a face that’s not there.
Come October we had all been turning into different things at night.
Mom saw him in her dreams
and I fought the terror of every pre-first-day-of-school doctor’s visit,
thinking:

This is when they’ll find it, some prophecy blood clot here at last.
This is what comes next for me.
This is my destiny,
passed down to my DNA by the dying young,
all gone but for the grace of the mothers who remember
their weekend paintball high score,
and favorite episode of Spongebob Squarepants.
I am the prodigal,
walking down the aisle to his casket,
interrogating God,
thinking there’s no way in hell anyone should die this young,
but the fact that they could seeming more frightening than Freddy and Jason
combined.
I am the prodigal,
staring at a face carved out of stone,
and for the first time looking at something
very real and very horrible
that has always been inside of me,
hiding behind every accidental bike crash
and every rainbow colored chemical beneath the sink.
I am the prodigal,
sitting down in a great wooden pew,
and understanding why people believe in ghosts.

ode to the ice road trucker
boot to the cola-stained floor,
the breaking back into our heads grand prix.
we ride our mechanical monstrosities
through the black
like great metal aurochs.
we will let
every other car pass us.
they can never go where we’re going.
we know a place where it’s safe to drive
all night long.
let’s you and i play creator,
let’s play kings of the road,
let’s put the finish line so far behind us
we’ll circle the earth before we find the time
to turn around.
they say that in outer space,
life has the best chance of existing on planets with ice.

Bloop
The only God you and I will ever know
lies buried at the bottom of the ocean.
In 1997 it sent us a love letter in sonar.
It reached up through cracks in the ice noise
with the same arms that cradled and crushed
the big wooden ships of our forefathers.
Its heart is a shifting tectonic sliding puzzle of hurt.
Its eyes scream out for the majesty of colors.
It is father to all the parasites,
picking clean the bones of whatever
falls in from the daylight zone.
It is the creator of all circles that are not circles,
and the flurry of fine-toothed creatures that graze its blind body
are regarded as nothing less than angels.
One day we will sit at the harbor
and throw our bibles to the rising tides.
We will paint black letters on white sheets
to hang from telephone wires,
proclaiming in loud letters:
there is something in the sea.
And although you don’t know what that something is,
it almost certainly knows you.
Because at night,
down there,
it dreams about us.
We are the chosen, we are fantastic,
we are all gorgeous in its sight.

QUOTES:
Nick Weaver needs a theme song. His writing bursts with colors,
angst and bite. A dust bowl poet howling through the digital
loneliness, summoning his pack to sing and devour. And it’s only
just begun.
- Idris Goodwin

Nick Weaver’s collection “Deep Dark” is certainly both of those
things while still maintaining a keen sense of humor. It’s an honest
celebration of the agony and triumph of growing up in Anywhere, USA.
It’s as if the Coen Brothers and John Hughes got together to write an
episode of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.
- Timothy Stafford

“Deep Dark” is not a pretty book of poems. Nick Weaver writes damn
good poems that use every day minutiae and pop culture to show
us the breadth of his imagination and his heart. From the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles to old men to social media addicts, everyone
is considered with equal care by Weaver, and everyone shines. Nick
Weaver is the gifted type of poet who can find and show us the beauty
in the messy and ugly world we live in.
- José Olivarez, co-author of “Home Court”

“Nick Weaver redrafts American culture as an alien landscape, one we
are interested in visiting, but don’t know if we’d like to stay. But we
stay anyway.” “Deep Dark is an exercise in staring so hard at our guts
that the energy from staring produces its own light.” “If you yell these
poems at people taking the bus to work in the morning, you will make
them angry for the wrong reasons at the first, the right reasons by
the end.”
- Robbie Q. Telfer
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